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I want to tell you about the mind. Imagine that it is one of the vertices of 
a triangle. People don’t quite understand what is good and what is bad in all 
of it. You know, the mind can be good and can be bad. Also there is an existing 
misconception among people who think that developing minds in society and 
material frequency is always good. That everything that you do with your mind 
without involving your soul is ok. But it is not. I want you to realize that there 
are two sides of the mind. Imagine that our minds, all our human minds are 
divided into two categories - educated mind and uneducated mind. Throughout 
the years, all this time I constantly mentioned in my books how I despise the 
uneducated mind.
Uneducated mind means impudence, sins, immorality, despondency, 
resentment, selfishness, judgment. Uneducated mind rules the person 
when left uncultivated. It is like an untamed horse, when an animal instinct 
dominates the person and makes him suffer. This kind of person can’t control 
himself when he is tempted or provoked. Uneducated mind is an uncontrolled 
force. People with this type of mind have troubles, problems and struggles in 
their lives. There are very bad and dark consequences that follow it. And people 
are trying to cover up their uneducated minds. They are trying to justify their 
actions by saying that they feel like it or they just want to do something or are 
not able to do something. What do your “feel likes” have to do with it? This is 
your mind ruling you. You “feel like it” and tomorrow you are fired from your 
workplace or kicked out from the family. You just “feel like it”, look at you. 
Who do you think you are, God Almighty? Feel like it..
The mind has two categories - educated and uneducated. When I was talking 
about a type of mind that interferes with your life, shuts down your heart, leads 
you to substantial problems and unfortunate circumstances, I was talking about 
a pathway to prison or death. This is what uneducated minds do. You must 
understand it. If you do not tame it but indulge it instead, it will start blowing 
out of proportion. Uneducated mind will push a person beyond the boundaries 
of normality and you will be wiped out. The system will eliminate you, this is 
how it works. Many people suffer because of that. 
All men and women were little boys and girls, and had childhood. And all of 
you had this mind. And your parents loved you but sometimes loved you in the 
wrong way. Take a note of that. Some wise movies show situations when a father 
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didn’t give his child an inheritance because he loved him and cared about his 
safety. This is the right kind of love. However most of the time kids are upset 
with the parents who behave this way. And there are families that say that they 
would love their child despite anything, no matter what their children do. If a 
boy insults a girl at school, his mother still pities him. Those mothers who pity 
their kids and shower them with love when their kids misbehave and do bad 
things, cultivate a devil in their children. It happened because their uneducated 
mind has bloated. And it is a sin, it is a devil, a demon. Those kids become bad 
people when they grow up. Those untamed men and women behave badly, they 
yell and attack other people. They disrespect peers and higher-ups. They don’t 
obey laws and commit crimes. You know why it happens? Not because they 
were insulted and abused when they were kids. Quite the opposite. It is because 
their mommies were soft on them and pitied them declaring that that is love. 
This is the wrong kind of love. Wrong upbringing.
Talking about the mind, please take notes and create two columns which you 
will fill in with the information I will give you. The information that I am giving 
here is very important. You need to make it a manual of sorts on how to use your 
mind. I will explain what a person is, what a mind, heart and Spirit is. What kind 
of Spirit there is and what kind of heart. You must understand all of that. 

Here we have our mind. It is fabulous if you can turn it off and escape from it 
when it is all crooked and untamed and unknown. It is fine to shut it down and 
turn on the heart. But there are times and situations  when you can’t act without 
the mind. This is unavoidable. There are also cycles when it is mandatory to 
use the mind and turn off the heart. According to the rules of the dynamics 
(and dynamics is the movement from one point to another, from one angle to 
another) it is important to keep the perception sharp, not blurred. One must 
have the dynamic movement to be spiritually rich. That is why there are seasons, 
several of them in a year. That is why there are months, you see? Dynamic is a 
necessity otherwise people would go cuckoo and develop dementia and mental 
deficiency.
Many of you experienced an issue when it feels like everything is alright, you live 
by your heart and all is seemingly ok. Maybe your heart is well cultivated, let’s 
say up to twenty five degrees and you are somehow self-realized in this regard. 
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But as soon as you turn it off and shift away from the angle of the heart to the 
angle of the mind, you get into the area of the nightmares. There is an unplowed 
field because your mind is only cultivated up to two percent. And that mind is 
uneducated, untamed. And you start to suffer and be miserable and misbehave. 
And you, same as I used to, may start to declare that the mind is bad, and this is 
all its fault. The mind is terrible and I turn it off and turn on my heart and think 
to myself, “Eww, I don’t want this mind”. But no! You don’t want that mind when 
it is bad. When the mind is good, why would you despite it? When the mind is 
tamed and educated it is good. Good mind is your best friend, it is an amazing 
power.
It is essential to tame and cultivate your mind as much as possible and open your 
heart as much as possible too. Even if your heart is wide open but your mind is 
not cultivated, you won’t get to the next level, which is higher and beyond your 
current situation. Of course your heart must be open so the light can go into it 
and yes, the Spirit must be present too. But it is also important that you have 
intellect and control everything. You must be well adapted in the society and 
have a strong good mind without sins. Your mind must be extremely intelligent 
and wise in order to translate the message of Spirit into the world. For example, 
imagine that you are very famous for your talent. You don’t have intelligence, 
your mind is weak, uneducated but you have a lot of fans. And God wants to 
broadcast some information to someone through you. And not just to someone, 
but to humankind. So the Spirit enters the musician or celebrity and they can 
express it through their creativity of their choosing. But they can’t explain and 
transcribe the idea and essence of the message with their mind and intelligence
So the Spirit enters a nerdy scientist whose mind is very developed, tamed and 
educated in terms of science and laws and various knowledge. When the Spirit 
descends on the scientist, he is able to transcribe this signal, this code into a 
text of a scientific article. However this scientist is not advanced in other areas 
of life so what the Spirit does is connects these two people and for example the 
musician adopts the scientific paper and shows it to his hundred million of 
fans. This is how it also works sometimes. 
So you see, God has to find the ways to connect people. Because there is not 
a single person in the world that has it all - the cultivated mind and open heart 
all at once. Everyone has some limitations or lines in one of the extremes: either 
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spiritual or social and material. Of course, it will be possible in the future that 
every person can be developed in all areas. But for now everyone is living in 
some extremes.
And certainly a superhuman, and everyone must become one, is a person that 
besides advanced sensitivity understands everything scientifically with the 
developed mind. I would never have believed ten years ago that my mind would 
be that advanced. At that time I was a very sensitive and creative person.
My heart was very open and developed and I was able, of course, to tell what is 
correct and what is not just by feeling. But to explain it scientifically.. I always 
assumed that some scientists would explain it to me if I simply demonstrated 
something to them. And now it turns out that I became a scientist. Those 
of you who read “Alternative History” know how the book ends. It ends with 
the scientific formulas explaining the essence of the philosopher’s stone. 
It is impossible to comprehend it without an advanced mind, without 
intelligence. You would need not just a heart, but also an intellect to see that 
formula in everything - in yourself, in another person, in every action, in 
everything around us.
Ok, going back to the topic of your untamed mind now.

Mind means an explanation, a logical structured understanding, a discipline. 
Mind means you remember the rules and despite your mood tomorrow, you still 
live  by the rules.
When you communicate with people in society, it is not always the heart that 
is involved. You live on the chessboard, you deal with black squares (which are 
situations of the mind) and white squares (situations of the heart) everyday. 
Society is made this way for people to develop in life. And when you are dealing 
with the black squares, you can’t solve tasks just using the pure and beautiful 
frequency of that heart of yours. You need to use your mind. And your mind 
turns on and it happens automatically. Your brain turns on when you are on the 
black square of the chessboard and your heart turns on when you are on the 
white one.
So the mind turns on and you are not able to put two and two together. And here 
you are, upset and stressed. And you will think, “Oh, I went to the notary office 
and people were so and so,  and I shut down and felt like rushing back home to 
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meditate”. Of course it is great to return to your heart and not forget about it. 
It is great to have this dynamic. But you need to cultivate your mind for the 
situations when you need to use it. When your mind turns on you must use it 
and behave and be a well-mannered person, and not a psycho.
So the uneducated mind is a weak link in every single one of you. There is no 
way to avoid this step, folks. You can’t advance further without it. It is the same 
as you would ask me now, “Aleksandr, maybe  it is possible for me to go abroad 
without a passport?”. And I would say, “Nope, it is not possible. You may try 
of course, but you will get busted. You must have your passport at hand”. Same 
here. It is crucial to educate your mind, you see? There is no moving forward 
with a weak and crooked mind. No moving forward at all.
Now, what is an educated mind? Educated mind - it is when you are acting 
mindfully, and not led by your feelings like, “Wow, I can feel the energy, 
everything is so amazing, so voluminous”. This is understandable. But you 
must be able to explain and prove  it with your intellect. What was it, why it 
happened, why at this time of the day and how long it lasted. Everything can be 
proven scientifically. It is science. There is no step further without intelligence, 
because everything is science. God and this box we live in is science. If you 
divide my books into categories, and take the category of the mind, then you 
will have books that explain mindfully, intellectually, all strange events that 
happen with creative people. People who live by the heart and  myself. I logically 
explained it all. 
“Frequencies” is a book that talks about it. I created the boundaries with my 
mind. And this is exactly what is needed. Because what is our mind? It is like 
when you have a whole bunch of rocks in your hands and think it is all the same 
rocks. But in fact there are rocks and bolts in the bunch. And you separate rocks 
from bolts, each to its own category. Or you divide these rocks into categories by 
color or size. This order is an intelligent mind. Everything must be in order and 
organized. There is no other way around.
In my book “Frequencies” everything is sorted out. For example, the person 
who lives by the heart is able to feel, but the person who lives by the mind is not. 
The person of the heart can feel that people are different and there are different 
layers of society like different worlds. Person is trying to explain it with the 
broken language but can’t. That is why esoterism as a pseudoscience exists. 
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And what is next? Next, the person of the heart must use the mind when it turns 
on and remember and explain everything that a person experienced with his 
heart. One must take a piece of paper and write down that there is a frequency 
of the rock-stars or creative people, there is a frequency of entrepreneurs, 
there is a frequency of the fugitives and also a frequency of the well-mannered 
intellectuals. And he starts to understand it with a good mind, organizing and 
categorizing this information. Now one has an understanding with the mind. 
This is educating and taming one’s mind. Developing a good mind.
I will list the qualities of the good mind and bad mind. And you should take 
notes, organize and separate everything into two columns - bad mind and good 
mind, educated and uneducated, tamed and untamed.
Next is “Attention Control”. “Frequencies” is an understanding of the world 
that can be comprehended only by a person with an open heart. “Frequencies” 
is an explanation of this subject with the mind. The book seems to talk about 
spirituality but for the mind, because it is necessary to understand it with the 
intellect. And it shouldn’t be like one day you have the inspiration and another 
day you don’t. You must prove it with the brain when your mind is turned on. 
Of course when your heart is dominating you have inspiration and creativity. 
But later, when the heart is turned off and the mind is on, you must clearly 
understand how it happened and what it was. Next is “Attention Control”. 
A person who is led by the mind hardly understands anything. He is blinkered 
and narrow-minded in all of his categories. And suddenly your heart turns on, 
and you begin to feel your attention. But since you don’t have the intelligence 
plus you are on the frequency of the heart, you can feel it but you can’t explain it 
not only to other people but even to yourself. And you are confused, drooling, 
blinking, not understanding what is happening with you. This kind of person is 
very sensitive and he thinks that it is a spirituality, but can’t even express what 
he feels because his mind is weak and undeveloped.
When the frequency of the mind turns on, the person must be able to explain 
what he felt, and what attention is. He starts to understand with the mind, using 
his intelligence, that attention is something tangible. Attention is you and your 
attention is always connected to something. And the outcome of every event 
depends on where your attention is connected to. 
So there are frequencies, which are also different worlds. All of these worlds 
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have different vibrations. Each world has its own list of vibrations and elements. 
For example, the vibration number 572 in the world number 572 has certain styles 
of clothing and activities. That vibration has specific types of people, music, 
movies, and everything else. And if you surround yourself with the elements 
of that vibration, your attention will connect to that world. Your attention will 
transform. Your energy, your inner light will connect to that spectrum. And that 
spectrum has its own scenario of troubles and pleasant events. This is how the 
entire world is set up, folks.
I was trying to explain it when I was twenty years old. Back then people didn’t 
know that it was possible to post text under the photos. People were embarrassed 
to do that back then. They just recently got to the point of doing it only because 
they are mimicking each other. People… I will write separately about them.
So there is the mind that I cultivated with my books. There are “Frequencies”, 
and there is “Attention Control”. And later I released “Have Not Charity”, 
a book where I talked about an angry society, about a weak and untamed mind 
that tempts people. “Have Not Charity” is about the wicked mind that drags 
people to the graveyard. The mind rules people by the seven mortal sins. Also, 
there are seven virtues. The book is about seven dark qualities of the person and 
seven light qualities of the person. This book is about education and upbringing. 
Upbringing! Because people are out of their senses. People harass each other. 
Some rude person may insult a girl and that girl is someone’s daughter or sister. 
Or some punk may ride a car with a roaring engine and wide open windows with 
loud music blasting from the inside. What kind of behavior is that? He might say 
that he acts this way because he feels like it. But all this nonsense is getting to an 
end. The era of ill-mannered behavior is ending.
It turns out that many people crossed the line of good and bad. You can see now 
how society has degraded. People have no conscience. They forgot about good 
virtues. They are behaving morally reprehensible, and do atrocities to each 
other. They think that they won’t be punished for it. Many people sold their 
souls and bodies to the devil. I mentioned many times that the easiest thing 
to do in order to make billions and have the admiration of the crowds is to put 
yourself low and shamelessly entertain and deceit people. But I can’t do that, 
my consciousness doesn’t allow me. People are looking around and seeing that 
everyone is blatantly lying. So people start thinking that it is okay to do that. 
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People start to declare that they are grand and glorious. People start audaciously 
selling and upselling. So many cocky salespeople are around now. Liars, brazen 
sellers, and crooks. The entire internet is full of scammers. And they are not 
bad people. I know people. They are just lost. This is how society is set up. 
When a person sees that every other person is doing something, one starts 
doing it as well. There is no manual on right and wrong behavior and people 
don’t know better. Also, what do people think? They think that if they are not 
stealing, not breaking the display windows, then they are not criminals. And 
when they write online that they are superhumans and start brazenly selling 
some crap with a greedy agenda, they think it is not a crime. And in fact, it is 
worse than any crime, because it darkens the soul.
I do believe that people will come to their senses. They will come to their senses. 
Things happen. I always say that a person can be good today and he may lose his 
senses tomorrow and insult you and me. It doesn’t mean that he is a goner. Of 
course, you and I will not take the side that he chose. But we can wait till he 
comes to his senses, repents and comes back. I always do just that.
So there is an educated mind and uneducated mind. My books “Frequencies”, 
“Attention Control”, and “Have Not Charity” are about this topic. “Have Not 
Charity” is about seven sins and seven virtues. Later I released a book “Adam 
and Eve in Society”. Fascinatingly, many people don’t like these books. Because 
these books don’t give the feeling of the outworldly cosmos. As I mentioned 
earlier, people are also divided into categories. Some people are only delighted 
about my book “Paradox” because there are no explanations and proofs, it is 
just a diary where I described all the miracles and paradoxes that happen to a 
person when he lives by the heart. And it is true. They are thrilled about that 
book because it nourishes the hearts. And when the heart is nourished, the 
inner spark doesn’t die. It is great on one end that they are not becoming angry 
and materialistic creatures. However, people still have minds and they must be 
nourished too. Mind must be cultivated. “Frequencies”, “Attention Control”, 
“Have Not Charity”, and “Adam and Eve in Society” are books for nourishing 
and educating the minds. Mind must be cultivated, folks. Everyone must do it.
But you must understand the razor-sharp line between good mind and bad mind. 
Educating the mind doesn’t mean buying Rolls-Royces and acting daringly. 
People don’t know that line. Many think that if I mentioned that the frequency 
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of material mind is good they start acting crudely and shamelessly. You know 
what they do? They start stalking me and digging for private information about 
my life. It is a behavior of an uneducated brain, it is a sin. They don’t understand 
the line and are genuinely surprised that they got banned and that I call them 
demons. Because only demons behave this way. And they were saying, “But, 
Alexandr, you told us that having a mind is good”. Yes, having a mind is good, but 
it should not be used for stalking people and bragging about material matters. 
People who act recklessly have a criminal and ill-mannered mind. 
Please pay attention to this. It is very important. If you comprehend this 
information, then your heart will open wide and you will immerse deeper into 
the world of the heart.  A lot of new knowledge will be revealed to you.
I will add to the topic what is the difference between an educated and uneducated 
mind. Having an uneducated mind means when people are shamelessly copying 
others. It is when people act unapologetically. Of course, one must be diligent. 
Being relentless is also good. But people forget about manners and morality 
and assume that brazen behavior is okay, especially if everyone around says 
that it is effective and helps to achieve goals. People are losing all their senses 
and stepping over each other. This is stupidity. One can be relentless but still 
remember the politeness.  And you must understand how to be diligent and 
relentless but also be civil and mindful. For example, when a person wants to 
write me a letter, he can write it this way, “Hi, Alexandr, I am not sure which 
social media and which email you usually check, that is why I will send this 
letter to a couple of your addresses. I apologize for doing that. Please do not 
think of me as a deranged person, I am just trying to make sure someone on 
your team or yourself will get my letter. Again, I am sorry that I had to use this 
approach”. And if he sends the same letter within a day to multiple social media 
channels - he is a sane person. But if a person would be doing it every day, just 
copy-pasting and sending, and writing to all my acquaintances as well asking 
them to pass an important message to me, and if he is doing it for weeks, what 
kind of person is that? He is an insane person and belongs to a mental facility. 
What else? That person is dangerous and wild. Where is the educated mind? 
I hope the difference is clear.

Having a well-educated mind means asking for permission and being 
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an accurate and organized person. It also means to do everything in moderation. 
Having an educated brain means to wake up according to the schedule. It is when 
a person is punctual and responsible. When one promised to wake up at 9 AM, 
he did it. When one promises to start working at a certain time and he lives up 
to that statement. The most fascinating thing is that an educated mind is a spare 
version of you. The mind is also you, do you understand? It is a spare version of 
a creative and open-hearted person. When you are in a crisis, the other side of 
you, which is your mind, saves you. This is what having an educated mind means. 
Imagine, suddenly your heart is out of tune. Someone hurts your feelings and 
your heart shuts down and your mind turns on. And imagine the mind is well-
educated and how do you act with the educated mind? You keep on doing what 
you were doing. Some situations may happen and someone may hurt your gentle 
feelings or you get upset about some personal matters, like all people do. Then 
it was awesome that there was a time when you had an inspiration and period 
of creativity. And suddenly the inspiration is gone. There is no spark and your 
mind is turned on. Maybe something terrible has happened. Something might 
throw you off the path and somehow deeply touch your heart. But you can’t give 
up your work, your family, your goals. Despite all the pain in your soul. Do you 
understand? A well-educated, strong mind protects you.

Some people live their lives only by the feelings and when the feelings are gone 
they turn into demons. It is terrible. Imagine, when you are inspired, you think 
like this, “Oh, I am so righteous, I don’t drink, I don’t smoke, I don’t curse, 
I keep up with a healthy diet, I exercise, and I am surrounded by good people”. 
And suddenly, boom! Something happens and life has turned upside down. 
This is completely normal. The system works this way. You may feel used and 
treated the wrong way. All of us went through it. You may experience deception, 
you feel crushed and your heart is in pain. Your heart shuts down, and hurts like 
hell. That is when the mind turns on. And what do you do when your uneducated 
mind turns on? You dive deep into your vices right away, because you are hurt 
and you feel pain. You start drinking, smoking, and hanging out with wretched 
people. You start misbehaving. You stop taking care of yourself. And is it good for 
you? No, it is not! What you have to do is keep going. Something happens, some 
deceit or disaster, the mind turns on and you have an understanding reminding 
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you that you must be above the situation. Don’t lose a human in yourself, no 
matter what. No matter if you were deceived. Don’t fall into the traps, don’t 
commit crimes, be mindful. If someone spits on your face - don’t fight back, 
because you may get convicted and go to jail. You must understand the rules of 
civility. You must be wise and rise above the situation.
If you have an educated mind, you stay strong on both feet, despite any 
provocations. Your mind is one of your legs. One leg is the heart, another leg is 
the mind. You just stay strong on both of your legs. You must become strong. This 
is our goal. What does the uneducated brain do? It gets offended, it messes up, it 
overthinks, it makes stuff up. It judges, it takes offense, it gets disappointed and 
misled. What does it mean to have an educated mind? The educated mind is a 
superpower! When your heart hurts and you feel down, you have strength to still 
move forward. When you have a goal of building something, you keep building. 
You build your life and keep going towards your goals. It is very important! You 
can’t drop the tasks because you feel some shadows in your soul. This is real 
power, folks.
Every person must become a superhuman which means to be wise and spiritually 
developed. When one’s heart is open wide and can turn on when needed. When 
the mind is fully developed and can turn on and off a thousand times a day when 
necessary. There is also Spirit, but we will talk about it later.
Having a primitive and weak mind means when one knows that smoking is bad 
for him, but he still lets himself smoke a cigarette when he feels down at the end 
of the week. And he thinks that he is safe and nothing bad will happen to him. A 
person thinks that God or the system will reach out to him right away and babysit 
him. Nope. Do you really think that smoking is not such a big deal? One thing 
follows another and the next step might be to cheat on someone and think it is 
okay too, because no one found out and nothing bad happened. A person is alive 
and healthy and everything seems okay. But please do understand that there is 
a paradox! You may think that you can do wrong things and not get punished. 
But the circumstances change right away. You are lowering the level of personal 
development and everything changes. You are getting closer to hell and hell is 
moving towards you.
There may be times when your heart shuts down and the inspiration is gone and 
there are no books by Alexandr Korol. Some dark thoughts and doubts may rise. 
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Okay, they may rise but you don’t implement them. You must have control and 
power over the mind. You must continue to watch kind-hearted movies, listen 
to good music, take good care of yourself and behave mindfully. Be a good, polite 
person, and not offend anyone despite any circumstances. This is real power. 
Think about it - can God trust you with some serious task? If you are acting up 
just from a simple mood swing and doing some despicable things. Do you think 
it is possible to become well-known and respected if you act like this? This is a 
responsibility. You cannot become great and famous before you are ready for it.
Having an uneducated mind means to be waiting for something and constantly 
expecting something. When the expectations are not met, the mind becomes 
more negative. A wicked mind judges a person and compares him to other people. 
A negative mind evaluates why others have something one doesn’t have. When 
one doesn’t embrace himself, his body, his appearance, his position at work, 
and his family. These are the qualities of a wicked and sinful mind. Moreover, 
when one starts listening and trusting the uneducated mind, the mind starts 
ruling the person. A person with a bad mind is always thinking about oneself 
and his own benefits. A person who has a wicked, sinful, and uneducated mind 
is eager to consume all the time because he is a coward. When a person is greedy 
and only cares about himself, he is a coward.

When a person walks with God, when his heart is wide open, he doesn’t worry. 
He is responsible and carries on his assignments as planned. He is not letting 
go of control and he manages his activities. Also, this kind of person doesn’t 
need much unlike people with wicked minds who always have a lot of hidden 
agendas. 
Having an educated mind means to have discipline, responsibility, modesty, 
and consciousness. A person who has an educated mind does a lot of deeds 
for zero benefit for himself. He works hard and helps people unconditionally. 
He doesn’t think about himself. Certainly one has to take care of his health and 
look well, but all in moderation. 
Do you know how to recognize people with wicked minds? That type of person 
always has some personal agenda. Imagine sitting at the table and having 
a conversation with people. A person with an untamed mind would apply 
everything that he hears to himself. He is thinking, “This all is for me. I am the 
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greatest”. This kind of thinking is a sin. It is not good. He behaves in a way that it 
is his last chance to meet people. He thinks that he is so smart to grasp anything 
that he can get and use for his personal benefit. He is trying to memorize 
everything, he is eager and hungry like a greedy predator. He doesn’t care about 
others. The only thought he has is, “What is in it here for me?”. He thinks that 
he is the greatest and the only thought on his mind is, “Me, me, me”. This kind 
of reaction is a sin, this kind of thinking is wrong, sinful, and bad. 

The focus of the attention of your heart and mind must be in your own world. 
You must also remember that there is someone above and keep your 
consciousness awake. You should maintain a healthy, simple and straight 
outlook on your current and future life. Let’s say you are a doctor. You want 
people to be healthy and you are ready to invest your time and energy to study 
and be a good doctor. You also have your family or your parents and you must 
focus on them as well. Your attention must go to your profession and your 
family, not to a poisonous internet. I constantly talk about it in all my books. 
Everything must be in moderation and not exaggerated. There is a bad joke that 
is played on people in society. I mentioned before that people who don’t have 
much money now are happy people. It is better to stand by and wait. It is better 
not to cross the line and become brazen, soulless, and sinful. People who have 
crossed the line and become pretentious coaches, dishonest entrepreneurs, 
and shameless bloggers, those who started making money on everything that 
moves by deceiving people, have something very scary coming their way. 
Very scary. It is no joke.
Also, people don’t see how everything works, and how the world is set up. I am 
trying to transcribe and explain it. I always warned people about the dangers 
of mania of helping others and desire of taking care of others. I told people 
multiple times that they should not do that. You must take care of yourself. 
And if you take care of yourself, your close ones will be alright too. This is true. 
If some of your close ones, especially relatives are in trouble, and you are trying 
to go into that situation trying to help - you will be connected to that frequency. 
And now not only are they in trouble, you are in trouble too. Don’t forget the 
laws of the frequencies and attention. When your heart is clean and your mind 
is educated, the Spirit will be present in you. Your focus must be away from 
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the temptations, shopping, food, and social media. If your focus of attention 
is on your family, without evil judgment, but with a complete acceptance 
of their world, your close ones and your family will be a thousand times happier 
and healthier. Both physically and spiritually. It will be happening because the 
rays of your light will shine on them. They will be calmer, more kind and their 
nervous system will be restored.  

People’s minds are so broken and spoiled. I mentioned that the mind is good 
when I wrote books about frequencies. But people were forgetting that there is an 
educated mind and an uneducated mind. And politeness and a good upbringing 
are very important. I must honestly say that I didn’t realize that there are so many 
uneducated people. Seriously. That is why I didn’t even think about mentioning 
that it is important to remember politeness and civility when I was writing 
about the mind. Just because I have these qualities by default. And people didn’t 
know how important it is to be polite and civil. Many became immoral idiots. So 
many people started to bully their relatives when they found out about the high 
and low frequencies. They started to pick on their poor relatives and say things 
like, “Eww, you have such a low-frequency life, I don’t want to do anything with 
you”. This information was given to people not to become mean and obnoxious 
and start insulting others by comparing and judging. All these years I observed 
that many shallow and pretentious hotshots read my books and started to abuse 
the information about the frequencies. They used the information to insult 
and abuse people as it is commonly accepted in society. This is not what I was 
giving the information for! It was not intended to be used for judging, bragging, 
and blowing one’s pride out of proportion. I have banned all people who did it. 
They thought with their undeveloped minds that they could harass me and 
others on social media. Now I am out of all social media channels. 
The main point I have is that there is still time. When I spoke about the 
frequencies in my books and videos, I said that a low frequency is an old 
frequency. I also said that high frequency is the most modern frequency. Also, 
I mentioned that there are countries of low frequencies (which are old) and high 
frequencies (which are new). Because all people live at different times. They all 
live on the planet Earth now but at different times. So switching between the 
frequencies is traveling in time. It is also a fact that the old times are vanishing 
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and the new time is coming. I was worrying about people who were connected 
to the old time because when the old time will be gone, they will be gone too. 
People are just ordinary folks, they are not angels. They can’t switch frequencies 
and travel between time. You must respect people. Respect them consciously, 
in moderation, within the boundaries of common sense. People nowadays have 
lost respect for one another. Some serious disaster must happen, then people 
will remember about consciousness, good behavior, and respect.
Statistically, when I publish a book in the Russian language, ninety-nine percent 
of people will be throwing stones at me. Not because the book is bad. Because 
it is good. If the book was bad, people would not care about it. But people have 
the mindset that provokes them to destroy anything that is good. People are 
angry, aggressive, and tense. However, they are guilty and not guilty. It is not 
entirely their fault. It is a very mean joke that society has played on people so 
they became angry and lost. Same as a dog that was kind and trusted her owners, 
but they beat and abused her so many times that she is scared now when anyone 
approaches her. And if someone approached her, she would bite because she 
only had a bad experience when someone approached her in the past. The same 
thing is happening with people now. They need to be saved.
But everything is known by comparison. So those people will appreciate the 
goodness and light when they have it in their lives.
You see how the mind can be bad. I elaborated on the topic of the frequencies, 
and many people used that information for their sinful benefits and amoral 
purposes, which is just terrible. 

So we have frequencies and time. And some of your close ones are connected 
to a different time and it is normal and good. For example, I will go see my 
grandfather and grandmother. They are truly connected to a different time. 
But they are indeed people of a different time, so why try to change them? It 
is interesting to visit their time. It is time travel. It is so interesting to listen 
to elders and to accept their interests. It is cool to explore their time without 
judging. Also, think about it, how hard it must be for them. Their world is 
collapsing and their health is degrading because their time is ending. No 
one believes in their time, their kids and grandkids live in a different time. 
And there are not many people left in the time of your grandparents. 
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Most of the people of their age have died. They don’t have much left. They are 
watching episodes of old comedy shows where most of the actors are gone 
already. Some watch the news, some read articles about farming, which is not 
very popular in modern times. The elders worry that when they die, their kids 
and grandkids will put their country houses into which they poured all their 
hearts and souls for sale. Because it is not convenient and not considered 
modern nowadays for most people, you know.
This is the way you must think. Please cultivate your mind and your intellect. 
The crooked and wicked mind is deceiving and misleading people so much. I 
was observing people surrounding me. Some people disliked my country estate 
in Karelia and didn’t want to come visit me there. People who are close to me 
and who I have known since childhood. People’s minds are so deep in the vices 
that they can’t understand and don’t want to experience country style living. 
People think they are too grand for it. They would come to the country estate 
if there was a hi-tech house with huge panoramic windows. They would like 
to see a fleet of power ATV off-roaders there. People want to have content for 
Instagram. And if there is no content for Instagram, they are not interested in 
coming at all. My country property in Karelia is not fancy, and not posh. It is 
far from the houses people see on TikTok. And this is an indicator. If people’s 
minds would be developed they would not perceive everything in such a shallow 
way. When a person has a developed mind, cultivated to 32 degrees, he would 
see the fifty acres of land and understand how much value is in it. He would 
think of how many mature trees there are and how much work is done to build 
the communications. All of that must be worth several houses with panoramic 
windows. Then an adult person would think, “This is a real deal, and a very 
valuable property”. But the hotshot TikTokers don’t understand that.
Some people can evaluate it this way, but people who have pure hearts and 
nobility will understand and appreciate that it is a simple wooden house and 
not something fashionable, and trendy. Sinful and narrow-minded people 
who have no confidence don’t understand it. They don’t appreciate a simple 
wooden house. People want posh and trendy. They are embarrassed to ride a 
simple domestic car. People are dependent on the opinions of others and afraid 
of judgment.
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Many people have ridiculed me before. On one hand, they heard of my success 
and were drawn to me. But when they saw how simple I am they would disappear 
because they were afraid to get embarrassed by being friends with a simple, 
non-pretentious person.
Four actors in Russia refused to record my audiobook “Alternative History”. 
They were embarrassed to do it. When a person loses himself as an artist so 
much, something really scary should happen for him to wake up. If nothing will 
help him to wake up, he will simply vanish very soon. I never lost my hope in 
people. But people have lost their senses, they are angry and presumptuous. 
There are so many books and movies about drugs, crimes, suicides and maniacs. 
“Alternative History” is just a novel about adventures but people were afraid to 
participate in making it into an audiobook.
If I would still be a regular person, it would probably upset me. But I was concerned 
for those people. I have hope that they will change their mind and go back to 
their senses. It is their decision and their choice and no one owes me anything. 
It is just so crystal clear when a person sells his soul to the devil. This is it. 
Everyone is so scared, and so shut down. I want people to be kind. I know how 
it works in theory but the scale of it is just so huge. Something must happen 
to shock people first. Then they must disconnect from the evil frequency and 
connect to the frequency of light. As if all the people have some virus. They 
are connected to an angry and tense frequency of society and that is why they 
behave like that. Their soul is not open but it is possible for them to be kind 
and enlightened. Only if they can disconnect from the evil and get connected 
to the light. They will have a different view of everything and a different focus 
of attention. People react that way because their hearts are shut down and their 
uneducated minds are turned on. 
When people’s minds are developed and cultivated, they see the beneficial 
perspective and value in doing good deeds and bringing awareness to 
humankind. Every person has a chance to educate the mind, open up the heart 
and experience a presence of Spirit. My personal journey and the experience of 
my entire life is shared through my books in order to bring awareness and wake 
up consciousness in people. The deep dive into the topics of the frequencies, 
attention, and unity of the heart, mind, and Spirit will help each and everyone 
to understand oneself and others as well as build harmonious and conscious 
lives, and make this world a better place for us and future generations.
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